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Ascription 

This  invention  relates  to  positionable  trans- 
iucers,  and  more  particularly  to  a  system  for 
igidly  controlling  and  monitoring  the  position  of 
i  positionable  magnetic  head  used  in  a  recording 
node  in  a  video  recorder. 

Many  formats  exist  for  recording  information 
jnto  a  magnetic  medium,  such  as  magnetic  tape. 
While  audio  information  is  most  often  recorded  in 
3  continuous  track  in  the  direction  of  tape  motion, 
cnown  as  longitudinal  recording,  video  infor- 
mation  is  generally  recorded  in  a  series  of  parallel 
segments  oriented  in  a  direction  across  the  width 
jf  the  tape.  Depending  upon  the  format  used,  the 
/ideo  information  may  be  recorded  in  a  number 
af  different  configurations. 

In  the  quadruplex  format,  the  video  information 
s  recorded  in  a  series  of  parallel  tracks  across  the 
/vidth  of  the  tape.  This  is  accomplished  by  having 
:he  record  and  reproduce  heads  mounted  on  a 
circular  surface  which  rotates  at  a  relatively  high 
angular  speed  in  a  plane  perpendicular  to  the 
surface  of  the  tape.  The  rotating  circular  surface 
may  have  several  record  and  reproduce  heads 
mounted  on  it  depending  upon  the  results 
desired,  with  four  heads  being  preferred. 

In  the  helical  scan  format,  tbe  video  information 
is  recorded  in  a  series  of  parallel  tracks  which  cut 
across  the  width  of  the  tape  at  a  narrow  angle  to 
the  direction  of  tape  motion.  This  is  accomplished 
by  having  the  record  and  reproduce  heads 
mounted  on  a  circular  structure  which  is  rotated 
at  relatively  high  angular  speed.  The  tape  is  then 
brought  in  close  proximity  to  a  portion  of  the 
circumference  of  the  rotating  circular  structure  in 
a  helical  orientation. 

In  the  arcuate  format,  the  video  information  is 
recorded  in  a  series  of  parallel  tracks  recorded 
across  the  width  of  the  tape  in  the  path  of  an  arc. 
This  is  accomplished  by  having  the  record  and 
reproduce  heads  mounted  on  a  circular  structure 
which  rotates  in  a  plane  parallel  to  the  direction  of 
tape  motion. 

While  there  are  a  number  of  different  formats, 
there  are  two  characteristics  which  are  common 
to  all  of  the  described  formats.  The  first  is  that 
continuous  video  information  is  recorded  in  a 
series  of  discrete  segments  across  the  width  of 
the  tape.  The  second  is  that  the  segments  are 
generally  parallel  to  one  another. 

It  will  also  be  recalled  that  a  television  picture  is 
composed  of  a  number  of  essentially  horizontal 
lines  which  are  displayed  across  a  television 
picture  tube.  The  total  number  of  horizontal  lines 
required  for  a  complete  television  picture  varies 
according  to  different  standards.  Generally, 
though,  the  complete  picture  is  composed  of  a 
group  of  two  sets  of  vertically  displayed  horizon- 
tal  lines,  referred  to  as  fields,  which  are  inter- 
leaved  on  the  picture  tube  to  form  a  complete 
picture,  referred  to  as  a  frame.  In  the  recording  of 
video  information  in  conformance  with  the 
described  formats,  each  field  is  recorded  as  a 
single  and  discreet  track  across  the  width  of  the 

magnetic  tape.  On  the  piayoacK  ot  a  tape  on 
which  video  information  has  been  recorded,  as 
each  individual  track  is  "read"  by  the  reproduce 
head,  a  complete  field  of  video  information  is 

5  produced. 
With  the  video  information  stored  as  a  series  of 

segmented  parallel  tracks,  with  each  track  con- 
taining  the  video  information  for  one  field,  a 
number  of  significant  advantages  have  resulted 

ro  from  developments  permitting  the  physical 
movement  of  the  reproduce  head,  such  as  illus- 
trated  in  U.  S.  patent  4,163,993,  entitled  Con- 
tinuous  Slow  Motion  Automatic  Tracking  System 
issued  on  August  7,  1979  in  the  name  of  Raymond 

w  F.  Ravizza. 
First,  due  to  the  rather  complex  nature  of  the  % 

recorded  format,  a  moveable  reproduce  head  'j 
allows  an  automatic  tracking  system  incorporate  \ 
ing  sensing  of  the  signal  derived  from  the  tape  by  v 

io  the  head,  with  feedback  to  correct  any  misposi- 
tion  of  the  head.  This  results  in  a  feedback  control 
system  for  keeping  the  moveable  reproducing 
head  "on  track",  even  at  playback  speeds  differ- 
ing  from  the  record  speed.  This  is  fully  described 

25  in  U.S.  Patent  4,1  51  ,570,  entitled.  Automatic  Scan 
Tracking  Using  A  Magnetic  Head  Supported  by  a 
Piezoelectric  Bender  Element,  issued  on  April  24, 
1979  in  the  names  of  Raymond  F.  Ravizza  and 
James  R.  Wheeler. 

30  Second,  by  the  appropriate  movement  of  the 
reproduce  head,  a  number  of  special  effects  may 
be  obtained.  For  example,  when  the  magnetic 
tape  is  in  a  stopped,  fixed  position,  it  is  possible, 
by  moving  the  reproduce  head  in  an  appropriate 

35  fashion,  to  read  adjacent  tracks  containing  both 
interlaced  fields  of  a  video  frame  in  a  repeating 
sequence,  thus  generating  a  complete  "still" 
picture. 

While  there  are  several  ways  in  which  to  pro- 
40  duce  the  actual  moveable  structure  on  which  a 

magnetic  head  is  mounted,  one  particularly  effec- 
tive  method  has  involved  the  application  of  a 
potential  difference  with  a  predetermined  wave 
form  across  piezoelectric  material,  thereby  effect- 

45  ing  physical  movement,  as  more  fully  described 
in  U.  S.  Patent  4,151,569,  entitled  Positionable 
Transducer  Mountiri'g  Structure  Using  A 
Piezoelectric  Bender  Element  issued  on  April  24, 
1979,  in  the  name  of  Richard  A.  Hathaway,  the 

50  disclosure  of  which  patent  is  hereby  expressly  \  
incorporated  herein.  r 

Notwithstanding  the  complexity  of  the  process  v 
of  recording  a  video  signal  onto  a  magnetic  tape, 
there  exists  the  practical  necessity  of  inter- 

55  changeability  of  recorded  tapes,  whereby  a  tape 
produced  by  one  machine  must  be  playable  on 
different  machines,  even  machines  built  by  differ- 
ent  manufacturers.  Accordingly,  detailed  stan- 
dards  have  been  established  for  each  of  the 

60  various  recording  formats.  From  a  practical  stand- 
point,  even  after  the  advent  of  the  moveable 
playback  head,  it  has  been  generally  felt  that 
video  recording  must  be  accomplished  with  a 
fixed  head  to  ensure  compliance  with  the  various 

65  standards;  otherwise,  any  motion  of  the  record 
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head,  while  recording,  would  produce  a  non- 
standard  recording.  Such  a  non-standard 
recording  could  not  thereafter  be  played  back  at 
normal  speed  without  the  use  of  a  moveable 
reproduce  head  to  follow  the  track  variations 
resulting  from  the  undesirable  physical  move- 
ment  of  the  record  head  while  it  was  recording. 

Consequently,  video  recorders  generally 
require  the  presence  of  at  least  three  heads:  a 
fixed  erase  head,  a  fixed  record  head,  and  a 
reproduce  head,  which  may  be  either  fixed  or 
moveable. 

However,  from  an  economic  standpoint,  reduc- 
ing  the  number  of  heads  in  a  video  recorder 
would  have  clear  advantages,  as  would  be  poss- 
ible  if  the  reproduce  head  could  be  used  as  a 
record  head.  This  is,  of  course,  possible  in 
recorders  using  fixed  heads  for  both  recording 
and  reproduction.  However,  moveable  record 
heads  are  generally  not  found  in  video  recorders 
used  in  professional  applications  due  to  the  possi- 
bility  of  producing  a  non-standard  recording 
resulting  from  the  movement  of  the  record  head 
during  the  recording  process. 

Summary  of  the  Invention 
It  is  an  object  of  the  present  invention  to  allow 

the  use  of  a  moveable  reproduce  head  as  a  record 
head  to  produce  a  standard  recording. 

It  is  a  preferred  object  of  the  present  invention 
to  allow  the  use  of  a  moveable  reproduce  head  as 
a  record  head  to  produce  a  standard  recording  by 
rigidly  positioning  the  moveable  head  in  a  fixed 
position  by  application  of  an  appropriate  control 
voltage,  and  thereafter  continuously  monitoring 
the  control  voltage  so  applied,  so  as  either  to 
provide  indication  or  effect  a  correction  when  the 
control  voltage  is  outside  of  a  permissible  range. 

The  machine  described  in  an  article  Grundig 
Technische  Informationen,  Volume  27,  No.  3, 
1980,  pages  111-120  has  two  positionally  control- 
lable  recording  and  playback  heads,  each 
supported  on  a  respective  piezoelectric  actuator. 
The  actuator  for  one  of  the  heads  receives  a  fixed 
potential  difference  during  recording  whereas  the 
actuator  for  the  other  head  is  controlled  during 
the  recording  of  a  track  in  response  to  the  detec- 
tion  of  cross  talk  from  a  previously  recorded  track, 
the  purpose  being  to  maintain  a  constant  track 
spacing. 

In  one  aspect  the  invention  provides  a  video 
tape  recorder  which  includes  a  rotary  structure 
which  carries  at  least  one  transducer  for  move- 
ment  relative  to  a  tape,  the  transducer  being 
supported  relative  to  the  rotary  structure  by 
means  of  a  controllable  support  such  that  vari- 
ation  of  an  applied  signal  varies  the  position  of 
the  controllable  support  and  thereby  the  trans- 
ducer  relative  to  the  rotary  structure  in  a  direction 
generally  transverse  the  direction  of  relative 
movement  between  the  transducer  and  the  tape 
when  the  tape  is  transported  past  the  transducer 
for  the  purpose  of  recording  or  playing  back 
signals,  the  transducer  being  capable  of  recording 
and  playback  and  the  recorder  including  means 

for  varying  the  applied  signal  during  playback  so 
as  to  maintain  the  transducer  in  registration  with 
a  desired  track  and  means  operative  during  a 
recording  operation  for  generating  a  substantially 

5  constant  signal  and  applying  it  to  the  controllable 
support.  Such  a  recorder  is  described  in  the 
aforementioned  article. 

The  invention  in  one  aspect  is  characterised  by 
means  for  maintaining  the  controllable  support  at 

10  a  substantially  fixed  position  relative  to  the  rotary 
structure  in  response  to  detected  differences 
between  the  said  applied  signal  and  a  reference 
indicative  of  the  desired  fixed  position  of  the 
controllable  support.  According  to  this  aspect  of 

w  the  invention  the  position  of  the  controllable 
support  is  servo-mechanically  controlled. 

The  invention  in  another  aspect  is  characterised 
by  means  for  continuously  comparing  the  applied 
signal  with  reference  signals  defining  a  range  of 

20  tolerable  variation  of  the  position  of  the  trans- 
ducer  from  the  desired  position;  and  means  for 
generating  in  response  to  the  comparing  means  a 
control  signal  indicating  whether  the  position  of 
the  controllable  support  is  inside  or  outside  the 

25  range.  According  to  this  aspect  of  the  invention 
the  control  signal  can  provide  a  warning  of  a 
possible  non-standard  reading  position. 

The  description  of  the  preferred  embodiment  of 
the  invention  follows  with  reference  to  the  fig- 

30  ures. 

Brief  Description  of  the  Drawings 
Figure  1  is  a  general  schematic  cross-section 

view  of  a  device  used  to  effect  physical  move- 
35  ment  of  a  magnetic  head  mounted  thereon. 

Figure  2  is  a  schematic  diagram  of  a  head 
positioning  control  in  accordance  with  the 
present  invention. 

Figure  3  illustrates  a  decaying  oscillatory 
40  waveforms  applied  to  the  position  transducer  to 

effect  the  mechanical  centering  of  the  position 
transducer. 

Figure  4  illustrates  a  preferred  position  monitor 
circuit  for  use  in  the  head  position  control  of 

45  Figure  2. 

Detailed  Description  of  Preferred  Embodiment 
Referring  now  to  Figure  1,  a  side  view  of  a 

transducer  10  employing  piezoelectric  material  12 
so  which  is  subjected  to  a  predetermined  potential 

waveform  for  effecting  physical  displacement  of  a 
magnetic  head  14  mounted  thereon  is  illustrated. 
The  transducer  operates  in  the  following  manner. 
Piezoelectric  material  12  which  is  preferably  a 

55  piezoelectric  ceramic  material  as  used  in 
piezoelectric  ceramic  bender  element  either 
manufactured  by  Vernitron  Corp.  and  identified 
as  PZT-5HN  Bender  Bi-Morph  Poled  For  Parallel 
Operation  or  by  Gulton  Industries  and  identified 

60  as  G  1278  Piezoelectric  Bender  Element  Poled  For 
Parallel  Operation,  is  placed  between  electrodes 
16,  18  and  20.  Assuming  a  particular  orientation 
of  the  piezoelectric  material,  by  application  of  a 
potential  difference  with  reference  to  electrode 

65  18,  which  is  usually  at  a  datum  such  as  potential. 

3 
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ich  that  electrode  20  is  more  positive  man 
ectrode  18,  and  electrode  16  is  less  positive  than 
ectrode  18,  a  bending  or  displacement  results, 
e  magnetic  head  14  being  displaced  in  the 
rection  of  arrow  22.  Assuming  the  same  orien- 
tion  of  the  piezoelectric  material  as  heretofore, 
id  reversing  the  polarity  of  the  potentials 
jplied,  i.e.,  by  application  of  a  potential  differ- 
ice  with  reference  to  electrode  18  such  that 
ectrode  16  is  more  positive  than  electrode  18 
rid  electrode  20  is  less  positive  than  electrode  18, 
lagnetic  head  14  is  displaced  in  the  direction  of 
rrow  24.  Details  of  the  structure  and  operation  of 
jch  a  transducer  may  be  seen  in  the  aforemen- 
oned  U.  S.  Patent  No.  4,151,569. 
Figure  2  illustrates  the  basic  arrangement 

therein  the  same  magnetic  head  is  used  in  both 
le  play  and  record  modes.  Head  14  is  mounted 
n  position  transducer  10,  and  in  the  reproduce 
lode,  supplies  an  output  signal  to  the  reproduce 
lectronics  30  from  which  a  video  signal  32  is 
enerated.  In  accordance  with  the  feedback  posi- 
on  control  system  previously  referenced,  the 
Bproduce  electronics  30  provide  a  varying  con- 
rol  signal  to  head  position  control  34  which  in 
urn  supplies  the  appropriate  control  voltage  to 
losition  transducer  10  to  effect  correct  position  of 
lead  14  to  the  desired  track  of  the  magnetic  tape. 

In  the  record  mode,  the  same  magnetic  head  14 
s  used  to  effect  the  recording  of  the  signal 
iroduced  by  record  electronics  31  responsive  to 
he  input  video  signal  16.  As  the  position  trans- 
iucer  illustrated  in  Figure  1  exhibits  a  mechanical 
lystereis  and  consequently  will  not  always  return 
o  the  exact  same  physical  location  each  time  the 
jotential  applied  to  the  electrodes  thereof  is 
emoved,  it  is  necessary  to  pre-position  the  posi- 
ion  transducer  10  to  an  electrical  balanced  posi- 
ion  corresponding  to  the  position  assumed  in 
esponse  to  the  application  of  a  constant  potential 
:o  the  electrodes  thereof.  This  is  accomplished  by 
:he  application  of  a  decaying  oscillatory  voltage 
waveform  which  decays  to  the  desired  constant 
DOtential  to  be  applied  to  the  position  transducer 
n  the  record  mode,  as  illustrated  in  Figure  3. 

Referring  to  Figure  3,  a  positive  decaying  oscil- 
latory  waveform  39  is  applied  to  one  electrode,  16 
or  20,  of  position  transducer  10,  and  a  negative 
decaying  oscillatory  waveform  40  is  applied  to  the 
other  electrode.  The  effect  of  the  application  of 
these  voltage  waveforms  is  to  effect  alternating 
decreasing  positional  displacement  of  positional 
transducer  10  to  a  final  fixed  position  defined  by 
the  magnitude  of  the  positive  and  negative  poten- 
tials  supplied  to  the  respective  electrodes.  There- 
after,  the  constant  positive  (+V)37,  and  negative 
potential  (-V)43,  to  which  these  decaying  oscil- 
latory  waveforms  decay,  are  maintained  on  the 
electrodes  of  the  position  transducer.  As  a  result, 
the  position  transducer  10  and  consequently  the 
magnetic  head  14  will  be  mechanically  biased  by 
approximately  equal  amounts  in  both  directions 
and  will  therefore  remain  fixed  in  position. 

To  assure  that  recordings  made  in  this  manner 
will  always  be  within  a  desired  tolerance,  a 

position  muniiumiy  onuun  ou  \i  lyuio  *-i  ^.w 
vided.  The  potentials  supplied  to  electrodes  16 
and  20  with  reference  to  electrode  18  by  head 
position  control  34  are  monitored  by  the  position 
monitor  38.  In  the  position  monitor  circuit  38,  the 
applied  potentials  are  compared  with  predefined 
values  to  assure  that  the  magnitudes  of  these 
potentials  are  within  a  preselected  range  which 
maintains  the  head  within  an  acceptable  position 

i  range  for  the  production  of  recordings  in  accord- 
ance  with  required  standards. 

A  preferred  position  monitoring  circuit  is  illus- 
trated  Figure  4.  The  potentials  41  and  42  supplied 
to  electrodes  16  and  20  of  position  transducer  10 

j  are  derived  from  the  positive  supply  voltage  44  as 
controlled  by  transistors  48  and  50  and  the  nega- 
tive  supply  voltage  46,  as  controlled  by  transistors 
52  and  54  operating  in  complementary  symmetry. 
These  transistors  comprise  a  portion  of  the  head 

3  position  control  34  (Figure  2)  which  produces 
signals  with  the  necessary  characteristics  to  drive 
the  positionable  transducer  10  in  both  the  record 
and  reproduce  modes,  as  previously  described. 
During  there  produce  mode,  potentials  41  and  42 

5  are  the  necessary  control  signals  which  keep  the 
head  in  the  desired  physical  relation  with  respect 
to  the  track  on  the  magnetic  tape  which  is  being 
"read".  During  the  record  mode,  the  potentials  41 
and  42  are  constant,  having  decayed  to  the 

o  desired  constant  potential  value  from  an  oscil- 
latory  state,  and  of  the  proper  amount  to  position 
the  head  in  the  desired  location  for  the  production 
of  a  standard  recording. 

An  operational  amplifier  56,  in  conjunction  with 
is  resistors  58,  60,  62  and  64  constitutes  a  differen- 

tial  input  amplifier  which  serves  to  produce  a 
signal  which  is  representative  of  the  difference  in 
potential  supplied  to  electrodes  16  and  20  (Figure 
1  )  of  the  position  transducer.  Voltage  41  is  applied 

to  to  one  input  of  the  differential  input  amplifier 
through  a  voltage  divider  network  formed  of 
resistors  58  and  60.  Voltage  42  is  applied  to  the 
other  input  of  the  differential  input  amplifier 
through  resistor  64.  Resistor  62  functions  as  a 

is  feedback  resistor. 
One  voltage  comparator  comprises  operational 

amplifier  74.  Resistor  76  and  78  form  a  voltage 
divider  network  which  defines  a  reference  voltage 
which  represents  the  maximum  acceptable  upper 

so  limit  on  the  value  of  the  voltage  from  the  differen- 
tial  input  amplifier  56.  This  value  is  directly 
proportional  to  the  displacement  of  head  14 
mounted  on  position  transducer  10  and  thus 
represents  the  maximum  acceptable  displace- 

55  ment  of  head  14  by  position  transducer  10  in  one 
direction.  The  output  of  the  differential  input 
amplifier  is  applied  to  the  inverting  input  of 
operational  amplifier  74.  From  this  configuration 
it  is  observed  that  the  output  of  operational 

60  amplifier  74  will  be  in  a  high  state  as  long  as  the 
output  voltage  from  the  differential  input  ampli- 
fier  is  less  than  the  voltage  level  defined  by 
resistive  network  composed  of  resistors  76  and 
78.  If  the  output  of  the  differential  input  amplifier 

65  should  exceed  this  voltage  level,  the  output  of 
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omparator  74  would  change  to  its  low  state, 
lereby  indicating  that  the  potential  supplied  to 
osition  transducer  10  is  outside  of  the  acceptable 
ange. 
Operational  amplifier  80  is  configured  to  func- 

ion  as  a  comparator  in  a  similar  manner.  The 
esistive  network  composed  of  resistors  82  and  84 
erve  to  define  a  second  voltage  level,  which 
epresents  the  lower  limit  on  the  value  of  the 
oltage  from  the  differential  input  amplifier  which 
3  acceptable.  This  value  is  directly  proportional  to 
he  displacement  of  head  14  in  the  opposite 
lirection  from  that  referenced  in  connection  with 
omparator  74.  This  value  is  supplied  to  the 
nverting  input  of  operational  amplifier  80.  The 
tutput  of  the  differential  input  amplifier  is  sup- 
ilied  to  the  non-inverting  input  of  operational 
implifier  80.  From  this  configuration  it  will  be 
)bserved  that  the  output  of  operational  amplifier 
10  will  remain  in  its  high  state  as  long  as  the 
>utput  from  the  differential  input  amplifier  is 
jreater  than  the  potential  defined  by  the  resistive 
letwork  composed  of  resistors  82  and  84.  The 
>utput  of  comparator  80  will  change  to  its  low 
state  if  the  output  from  the  differential  input 
implifier  falls  below  the  voltage  level  defined  by 
he  resistive  network  composed  of  resistors  82 
md  84,  thereby  indicating  that  the  potential  sup- 
jlied  to  position  transducer  10  is  outside  of  the 
acceptable  range. 

The  output  of  operational  amplifiers  74  and  80 
configured  as  comparators  are  connected 
:ogether  to  a  common  resistor  86  in  a  WIRED-OR 
arrangement.  Consequently,  the  output  from  the 
wo  comparators  will  remain  in  a  high  state  as 
ong  as  the  output  from  the  differential  input 
amplifier  remains  greater  than  the  potential 
defined  by  resistive  network  82  and  84,  and  less 
than  the  potential  defined  by  resistive  network  76 
3nd  78.  Should  the  output  of  the  differential  input 
amplifier  fall  outside  of  these  two  voltage  limits, 
the  output  at  88  will  change  from  a  high  to  a  low 
state. 

The  WIRED-OR  output  of  the  two  comparators 
is  then  fed  to  a  low  pass  filter  composed  of 
resistor  70  and  capacitor  72,  which  functions  to 
remove  any  signal  changes  on  the  outputs  of  said 
comparators  resulting  from  noise. 

Recalling  that  the  presence  of  a  difference  in 
potential  between  the  voltage  supplied  to  posi- 
tion  transducer  10  electrode  20  and  the  voltage 
supplied  to  position  transducer  10  electrode  16 
results  in  movement,  it  is  thus  observed  that  the 
potentials  used  to  affect  head  motion  are  con- 
tinuously  monitored  by  the  present  invention, 
with  an  indication  being  generated  when  a  poten- 
tial  which  would  result  in  significant  head  move- 
ment  is  present. 

The  control  potentials  supplied  to  the  position 
transducer  could  be  monitored  in  a  different 
fashion  than  that  described  in  the  preferred 
embodiment  herein  to  act  in  a  feedback  control 
system  which,  in  response  to  the  presence  of  a 
potential  outside  of  the  acceptable  range,  would 
result  in  a  feedback  signal  35  to  head  position 

control  34.  (r-igure  z)  to  eireci  tne  nei;es>&diy 
correction  of  the  potentials  supplied  to  the  posi- 
tion  transducer.  The  decaying  potentials  (Figure 
3)  may  be  applied  in  open-loop  but  could  be 

?  applied  as  step  inputs  to  a  servo  which  drives  the 
head  positioning  element  to  the  final  position 
without  excessive  damping. 

Claims 
o 

1  .  A  video  tape  recorder  which  includes  a  rotary 
structure  which  carries  at  least  one  transducer 
(14)  for  movement  relative  to  a  tape,  the  trans- 
ducer  being  supported  relative  to  the  rotary  struc- 

5  ture  by  means  of  a  controllable  support  (10)  such 
that  variation  of  an  applied  signal  varies  the 
position  of  the  controllable  support  and  thereby 
the  transducer  relative  to  the  rotary  structure  in  a 
direction  generally  transverse  the  direction  of 

o  relative  movement  between  the  transducer  and 
the  tape  when  the  tape  is  transported  past  the 
transducer  for  the  purpose  of  recording  or  playing 
back  signals,  the  transducer  being  capable  of 
recording  and  playback  and  the  recorder 

>s  including  means  (34)  for  varying  the  applied 
signal  during  playback  so  as  to  maintain  the 
transducer  in  registration  with  a  desired  track  and 
means  (44,  46,  50,  52,  54,  41,  42,  74,  80,  70,  72,  86, 
88)  operative  during  a  recording  operation  for 

w  generating  a  substantially  constant  signal  and 
applying  it  to  the  controllable  support;  charac- 
terised  by  means  (38,  35,  34)  for  maintaining  the 
controllable  support  (10)  at  a  substantially  fixed 
position  relative  to  the  rotary  structure  in 

?5  response  to  detected  differences  between  the 
said  applied  signal  and  a  reference  indicative  of 
the  desired  fixed  position  of  the  controllable 
support. 

2.  A  video  tape  recorder  which  includes  a  rotary 
to  structure  which  carries  at  least  one  transducer 

(14)  for  movement  relative  to  a  tape,  the  trans- 
ducer  being  supported  relative  to  the  rotary  struc- 
ture  by  means  of  a  controllable  support  (10)  such 
that  variation  of  an  applied  signal  varies  the 

45  position  of  the  controllable  support  and  thereby 
the  transducer  relative  to  the  rotary  structure  in  a 
direction  generally  transverse  the  direction  of 
relative  movement  between  the  transducer  and 
the  tape  when  the  tape  is  transported  past  the 

50  transducer  for  the  purpose  of  recording  or  playing 
back  signals,  the  transducer  being  capable  of 
recording  and  playback  and  the  recorder 
including  means  (34)  for  varying  the  applied 
signal  during  playback  so  as  to  maintain  the 

55  transducer  in  registration  with  a  desired  track  and 
means  (44,  46,  50,  52,  54,  41,  42,  74,  80,  70,  72,  86, 
88)  operative  during  a  recording  operation  for 
generating  a  substantially  constant  signal  and 
applying  it  to  the  controllable  support;  charac- 

60  terised  by  means  (74,  80)  for  continuously  com- 
paring  the  said  applied  signal  with  reference 
signals  defining  a  range  of  tolerable  variation  of 
the  position  of  the  transducer  from  the  desired 
position;  and  means  (70,  72,  86,  88)  for  generating 

65  in  response  to  the  comparing  means  (74,  80)  a 
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control  signal  (35)  indicating  whether  the  position 
of  the  controllable  support  (10)  is  inside  or  out- 
side  the  said  range. 

3.  A  recorder  according  to  in  claim  2  further 
comprising  a  low  pass  filter  (70,  72)  for  removing 
high  frequencies  from  said  control  signal. 

4.  A  recorder  according  to  claim  2  or  claim  3 
wherein  the  means  for  comparing  (74,  80)  com- 
prises  two  comparators  each  comparing  the 
applied  signal  with  a  respective  reference. 

5.  A  recorder  according  to  any  of  claims  1  to  4 
further  comprising  means  for  effecting  alternat- 
ing  and  decreasing  positional  displacement  of 
said  transducer  about  a  predefined  quiescent 
position. 

6.  A  recorder  according  to  any  of  claims  1  to  5 
wherein  said  controllable  support  comprises  a 
piezoelectric  bender  element  formed  of  two 
piezoelectric  ceramic  plates  (12)  bonded  to  an 
intervening  electrode  (18)  and  sandwiched 
between  two  electrodes  (16,  20),  the  said  applied 
signal  being  a  potential  difference  applied  such 
that  one  of  the  said  two  electrodes  becomes  more 
positive  than  the  intervening  electrodes  and  the 
other  of  the  said  two  electrodes  becomes  less 
positive  than  the  intervening  electrode. 

Patentanspriiche 

1.  Videorekorder  mit  einer  wenigstens  einen 
relativ  zu  einem  Band  bewegbaren  Wandler  (14) 
tragenden  rotierenden  Einrichtung,  bei  welcher 
der  Wandler  mittels  eines  regelbaren  Tragers  (10) 
relativ  zur  rotierenden  Einrichtung  so  gehaltert 
ist,  dalS  die  Anderung  eines  eingespeisten  Signals 
die  Stellung  des  regelbaren  Tragers  und  damit 
des  Wandlers  relativ  zur  rotierenden  Einrichtung 
in  einer  Richtung  generell  quer  zur  Richtung  der 
Relativbewegung  zwischen  Wandler  und  Band 
andert,  wenn  das  Band  zur  Aufzeichnung  oder 
Wiedergabe  von  Signalen  am  Wandler  vorbei- 
transportiert  wird,  und  bei  welcher  der  Wandler 
aufzuzeichnen  und  wiederzugeben  vermag  und 
eine  Anordnung  (34)  zur  Anderung  des  eingespei- 
sten  Signals  bei  Wiedergabe  im  Sinne  der  Auf- 
rechterhaltung  der  Ausrichtung  des  Wandlers  zu 
einer  gewunschten  Spur  sowie  eine  bei  einem 
Aufzeichnungsvorgang  wirksame  Anordnung  (44, 
46,  50,  52,  54,  41,  42,  74,  80,  70,  72,  86,  88)  zur 
Erzeugung  eines  im  wesentlichen  konstanten 
Signals  sowie  zur  Einspeisung  dieses  Signals  in 
den  regelbaren  Trager  vorgesehen  sind,  gekenn- 
zeichnet  durch  eine  Anordnung  (38,  35,  34)  zum 
Halten  des  regelbaren  Tragers  (10)  in  einer  im 
wesentlichen  festen  Stellung  relativ  zur  rotieren- 
den  Einrichtung  als  Funktion  detektierter  Differen- 
zen  zwischen  dem  eingespeisten  Signal  und  einer 
Referenz,  welche  ein  Mate  fur  die  gewiinschte 
feste  Stellung  des  regelbaren  Tragers  ist. 

2.  Videorekorder  mit  einer  wenigstens  einen 
relativ  zu  einem  Band  bewegbaren  Wandler  (14) 
tragenden  rotierenden  Einrichtung,  bei  welcher 
der  Wandler  mittels  eines  regelbaren  Tragers  (10) 
relativ  zur  rotierenden  Einrichtung  so  gehaltert 
ist,  daB  die  Anderung  eines  eingespeisten  Signals 

die  Stellung  des  regelbaren  Tragers  und  damit 
des  Wandlers  relativ  zur  rotierenden  Einrichtung 
in  einer  Richtung  generell  quer  zur  Richtung  der 
Relativbewegung  zwischen  Wandler  und  Band 

5  andert,  wenn  das  Band  zur  Aufzeichnung  oder 
Wiedergabe  von  Signalen  am  Wandler  vorbei- 
transportiert  wird,  und  bei  welcher  der  Wandler 
aufzuzeichnen  und  wiederzugeben  vermag  und 
eine  Anordnung  (34)  zur  Anderung  des  eingespei- 

w  sten  Signals  bei  Wiedergabe  im  Sinne  der  Auf- 
rechterhaitung  der  Ausrichtung  des  Wandlers  zu 
einer  gewunschten  Spur  sowie  eine  bei  einem 
Aufzeichnungsvorgang  wirksame  Anordnung  (44, 
46,  50,  52,  54,  41,  42,  74,  80,  70,  72,  86,  88)  zur 

15  Erzeugung  eines  im  wesentlichen  konstanten 
Signals  sowie  zur  Einspeisung  dieses  Signals  in 
den  regelbaren  Trager  vorgesehen  sind,  gekenn- 
zeichnet  durch  eine  Anordnung  (74,  80)  zum 
kontinuierlichen  Vergleich  des  eingespeisten 

20  Signals  mit  Referenzsignalen,  welche  einen 
Bereich  einer  zulassigen  Abweichung  der  Stel- 
lung  des  Wandlers  von  der  gewunschten  Stellung 
definieren,  und  eine  von  der  Vergleichsanord- 
nung  (74,  80)  angesteuerte  Anordnung  (70,  72,  86, 

25  88)  zur  Erzeugung  eines  Regelsignals  (35),  das 
anzeigt,  ob  die  Stellung  des  regelbaren  Tragers 
(10)  innerhalb  oder  aulSerhalb  des  Bereichs  liegt. 

3.  Rekorder  nach  Anspruch  2,  mit  einem  Tief- 
pafSfilter  (70,  72)  zur  Ausfilterung  hoher  Frequen- 

30  zen  aus  dem  Regelsignal. 
4.  Rekorder  nach  Anspruch  2  oder  3,  bei  dem 

die  Vergleichsanordnung  (74,  80)  zwei  Kompara- 
toren  umfaftt,  die  jeweils  das  eingespeiste  Signal 
mit  einer  entsprechenden  Referenz  vergleichen. 

35  5.  Rekorder  nach  den  Anspruchen  1  bis  4  mit 
einer  Anordnung  zur  Durchfiihrung  einer  Ande- 
rung  und  Verminderung  einer  Stellungsverschie- 
bung  des  Wandlers  um  eine  vorgegebene  Ruhe- 
stellung. 

40  6.  Rekorder  nach  den  Anspruchen  1  bis  5,  in 
welchem  der  regelbare  Trager  ein  piezoelektri- 
sches  Biegeelement  umfafct,  das  durch  zwei  pie- 
zoelektrische  keramische  Platten  (12)  gebildet  ist, 
welche  mit  einer  Zwischenelektrode  (18)  verbun- 

45  den  und  zwischen  zwei  Elektroden  (16,  20)  ange- 
ordnet  sind,  und  in  welchem  das  eingespeist 
Signal  eine'  Potentialdifferenz  ist,  die  so  einge- 
speist  wird,  daft  eine  der  beiden  Elektroden  positi- 
ver  als  die  Zwischenelektrode  und  die  andere  der 

so  beiden  Elektroden  weniger  positiv  als  die 
Zwischenelektrode  ist. 

Revendications 

55  1.  Un  magnetoscope  contenant  une  structure 
tournante  qui  porte  au  moins  un  transducteur  (14) 
pour  mouvement  par  rapport  a  une  bande,  le 
transducteur  etant  supporte  par  rapport  a  la 
structure  rotative  par  un  support  controlable  (10) 

so  tel  qu'une  variation  du  signal  applique  fait  varier 
la  position  du  support  controlable  et,  en  conse- 
quence,  le  transducteur  par  rapport  a  la  structure 
tournante,  dans  une  direction  generalement 
transversale  a  la  direction  du  mouvement  relatif 

65  entre  le  transducteur  et  la  bande  lorsque  la  bande 

6 
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iasse  devant  le  transducteur  pour  enregistrer  ou 
eproduire  des  signaux,  le  transducteur  pouvant 
nregistrer  et  reproduire  et  le  magnetoscope 
ontenant  des  moyens  (34)  pour  faire  varier  le 
ignal  applique  pendant  la  reproduction  afin  de 
naintenir  le  transducteur  aligne  avec  une  piste 
lesiree  et  des  moyens  (44,  46,  50,  52,  54,  41,  42, 
4,  80,  70,  72,  86,  88)  fonctionnant  pendant  une 
iperation  d'enregistrement  pour  generer  un 
ignal  pratiquement  constant  et  pour  I'appliquer 
iu  support  controlable;  caracterise  par  des 
noyens  (38,  35,  34)  pour  maintenir  le  support 
:ontrolable  (10)  a  une  position  essentiellement 
ixe  par  rapport  a  la  structure  tournante  en 
eponse  aux  differences  detectees  entre  ledit 
lignal  applique  et  une  reference  indicatrice  de  la 
>osition  fixe  desiree  du  support  controlable. 

2.  Un  magnetoscope  contenant  une  structure 
ournante  qui  porte  au  moins  un  transducteur  (14) 
)our  mouvement  par  rapport  a  une  bande,  ce 
ransducteur  etant  supporte  par  rapport  a  la 
itructure  rotative  par  un  support  controlable  (10) 
el  qu'une  variation  du  signal  applique  fait  varier 
a  position  du  support  controlable  et,  en  conse- 
quence,  le  transducteur  par  rapport  a  la  structure 
ournante,  dans  une  direction  generalement 
ransversaie  a  la  direction  du  mouvement  relatif 
jntre  le  transducteur  et  la  bande  lorsque  la  bande 
sasse  devant  le  transducteur  pour  enregistrer  ou 
•eproduire  des  signaux,  le  transducteur  pouvant 
snregistrer  et  reproduire  et  le  magnetoscope 
untenant  des  moyens  (34)  pour  faire  varier  le 
signal  applique  pendant  la  reproduction  afin  de 
■naintenir  le  transducteur  aligne  avec  une  piste 
desiree  et  des  moyens  (44,  46,  50,  52,  54,  41,  42, 
74,  80,  70,  72,  86,  88)  fonctionnant  pendant  une 
Dperation  d'enregistrement  pour  generer  un 
signal  pratiquement  constant  et  pour  I'appliquer 

au  support  controiaDie;  caracterise  par  ues> 
moyens  (74,  80)  permettant  la  comparaison  en 
continu  dudit  signal  applique  et  de  signaux  de 
reference  definissant  un  intervalle  de  variations 

>  tolerables  de  la  position  du  transducteur  par 
rapport  a  la  position  desiree;  et  des  moyens  (70, 
72,  86,  88)  permettant  de  generer  en  reponse  aux 
moyens  de  comparaison  (74,  80)  un  signal  de 
controle  (35)  indiquant  si  la  position  du  support 

o  controlable  (10)  est  a  I'interieur  ou  a  I'exterieur 
dudit  intervalle. 

3.  Un  magnetoscope  conforme  a  la  revendica- 
tion  2  et  comprenant  aussi  un  filtre  passe-bas  (70, 
72)  pour  supprimer  les  hautes  frequences  dudit 

5  signal  de  controle. 
4.  Un  magnetoscope  conforme  a  la  revendica- 

tion  2  ou  a  revendication  3  dans  lequel  les 
moyens  de  comparaison  (74,  80)  sont  deux  com- 
parateurs  dont  chacun  compare  le  signal  applique 

o  a  une  reference  differente. 
5.  Un  magnetoscope  conforme  a  une  ou  plu- 

sieurs  des  revendications  1  a  4  et  comprenant  des 
moyens  permettant  un  deplacement  positionnel 
en  alternance  et  en  decroissance  dudit  transduc- 

<5  teur,  par  rapport  a  une  position  de  repos  pre- 
define. 

6.  Un  magnetoscope  conforme  a  une  ou  plu- 
sieurs  des  revendications  1  a  5  dans  lequel  ledit 
support  controlable  se  compose  d'un  element  de 

;o  flexion  piezoelectrique  forme  de  deux  plaques  de 
ceramique  piezoelectrique  (12)  liees  a  une  elec- 
trode  intercalee  (18)  et  prises  en  sandwich  entre 
deux  electrodes  (16,  20),  ledit  signal  applique 
etant  une  difference  de  potentiel  appliquee  de 

?5  facon  qu'une  des  deux  electrodes  devienne  plus 
positive  que  I'electrode  intercalee  et  que  I'autre 
desdites  deux  electrodes  devienne  moins  positive 
que  I'electrode  intercalee. 
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